
Introducing CommureOS 

The industry’s rate of 
change is constant and 
far-reaching. Your ability to 
transform should be, too.

For decades, you’ve been asked to do more with less. How 
can you be expected to achieve enduring transformation with 
less time, fewer resources, and poor data connectivity?

With CommureOS, we give you the tools to pilot your own 
route for rapid and enduring transformation. You chart your 
course, and we’ll champion your journey every step of the way.

Bring your innovations to life in weeks or months, not years.

Open
We connect your existing systems 
and new solutions — and the insights 
they produce — using a vendor-neutral 
model to optimize your technology. 

Avoid “vendor lock” of proprietary systems and 
connect data from legacy or modern formats, 
outputs, or calculations at your discretion.

Use the partnerships and work you’ve already 
invested in to drive more value throughout 
your organization.

By harnessing the power of data and using it to innovate repeatedly and at scale, CommureOS enables you to 
empower your workforce, optimize your business models, and achieve meaningful transformation that lasts. Our 
operating system is the first of its kind in healthcare that is:

Buildable
We provide healthcare-native 
building blocks for easy and rapid 
configuration of clinical and 
non-clinical workflows, at scale.

Leverage our metadata-driven solution with 
developer-friendly tools and preconfigured 
functionality, turning weeks of coding into 
just a few hours of configuration.

Unlock rapid speed to market and 
flexibility to meet evolving
business needs.

Reusable
We equip you to quickly repurpose 
data connections and modular 
functionality from your innovations 
for multiple future initiatives.

Pilot your own transformation journey with the 
speed to outpace the industry’s rate of change 
and the scalability to launch new solutions 
rapidly for multiple use cases with reusable 
datasets and code.

Healthcare, your transformation 
journey is ready for takeoff.   



Ready to cultivate a collaborative health 
tech ecosystem that blooms?

Let’s talk

CommureOS gives organizations the ability to drive 
system-wide, rapid, and enduring innovation, at scale. 
Take a peek under the hood at healthcare’s first OS model for transformation:

Build and Configure 
Workflows

Develop System 
Wide Applications

Operationalize AI & 
Algorithms

Allow Co-Creation 
with Partners

Manage and Triage 
Notifications 

Across Systems

RCM
(Finance, Claims, 

Billing)

SDoH
(Non-Clinical)

HRIS
(Staffing, 

Credentialing)

Insights / 
Algorithm Output

FHIR (API)

Overlay insights 
directly on top of 
existing technology 
applications

CRM
(Non-Clinical)

Digital
Health Tools

Reusable Data

Configurable, 
Autogenerated, and 
Developer-Friendly 

API

EMRs
Legacy HL7
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Input Output

Extensible 
Metadata-

Driven 
Solution

Clinical Data

Non-Clinical 
Data

FHIR Format

Non-FHIR 
Format

Web Mobile Companion mode


